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LIBRO CAMPOS PROYECTOS  2014

Referencia: 1

BFWC02-14

Address:

GANJALocation:

BFSOS02 (CUOTA EXTRA 50 EUROS)Name:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.bf-az.org

KIDS  - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/07/2014Final Date:03/07/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY WORK CAMPS PROGRAM OF 
AZERBAIJAN/CAUCASUS-'Organizing free time for Children' with 'SOS - Children 
Campus' SOCIAL WORK WITH ORPHAN CHILDREN (BF)

      

Location: 

'SOS - Children Campus' is situated in Ganja  which is 360 km from capital of 
Azerbaijan. Ganja is the second largest city and one of the most beautiful parts of 
Azerbaijan.  City is one of  main economical, political and cultural centers not only 
of Azerbaijan, but also whole of Caucasus. Twice it was the capital of Azerbaijan. 
In Ganja city you will easily find accesses to internet,

Phone and also to have chance to see more about Azerbaijan history and culture. 
The city has its fair share of Soviet architecture; some of it quite good, like the 
grand city hall with its immense colonnade but the city retains a lot from previous 
times, both in architecture and in character. Especially city is famous for its 
splendid nature, however, land scales of Minor Caucasus, mountain ranges, green 
forests, impetuous rivers running down to the valleys. Nature of Ganja is a 
peculiar exhibition of beauty which calls for human Enthusiasm and anxiety. It is 
especially fine in spring, in the 

beginning of summer and in autumn. 

One of the deepest lakes - Gogyol (Blue Lake) is here: unique beauty of emerald 
lake charms everyone by its efficient. Here you can see mountains covered by 
meadow carpet, thick green forests, and liquid and jangling air, the smooth 
surface of water reflecting startled gazelles and rocky peaks of Kapaz Mountain 
crowning this Majestic place. Besides it, there are monuments, architecture, 
museums, cafes and restaurants. Ancient Alban Church, Russian and lots of oldest 
German Churches you can visit in Ganja. 




Limitation  of  Volunteers: 

Number of participants in the work camp to 10 persons from different countries. 
Age limit is 18 years and plus.



Project /Activities (4-5 hours per day): Volunteers will organize funny games for 
children in Campus to effectively spend their summer holiday realize excursional 
programs and organize various, interesting clubs, painting workshops, exibitions 
on children hand skills, festivals disclosing talents of children.                              
Volunteers will also provide psychological conversation with women living  with 
little children of Campus and looking after them. 

To provide free time for the children to be effectively spent. 

                                   

Accommodation: 

Volounteers will stay at the places for guests. It's not necessary to bring sleeping 
bags or mats.
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Food: The Breakfast, Dinner and Supper will be made by volunteers.There're 
excellent conditions in the kitchen for cooking. Food will provide by organisers.                                                          

Camp's Language: English will be main language. (But also volunteers speaking in 
Russian and Turkish are priviligious). 



Registration fee: Volunteer should pay 50 euros for the participation in campus at 
arrival. 



What should Volunteers bring? Sun-glasses, lantern and clothes, caps against sun-
stroke, personal pocket money, musical instrument, feature films for the children, 
photo album, photo and film camera, project examples reflecting your scope of 
interest, pills anti-allergy and insurance document. Since the meeting is taking 
place in June & July we are expecting sunny whether, +20 or +25 degrees. But 
during evenings we will meet with fresh and cold wheather so bring also some 
warm clothes.



What mustn't bring? Drugs



Special remarks: Smoking, drinking, drugs and sex forbidden!



Currency: $1 = AZM 0,78

1 EURO=AZM 0,93



Attention : BF doesn't insure volunteers. Volunteers should insure themselves 
before leaving their countries.



Information: You can get comprehensive information on campus via  web-site of  
BF. www.bf-az.org



Leasure time: Volunteers can take a walk in suburban nature, intra-city park, 
campus playground, stadion and arrange various games. Volunteers will 
participate in meetings and excursions and will have opportunity to visit important 
historical monuments and sightseeing. They will also have chance to participate in 
some sport trainings.

How to get to Azerbaijan/Ganja :    There are direct flights from the various 
European and Asian countries to Baku National Airport. Our events will take place 
in Ganja, so you final destination in Azerbaijan is Ganja. As well as you will arrive 
to airport, there is detailed plan for you how to get from airport to Ganja by 
yourself.

A) If you want to take bus

Take the bus from the Airport to the city of Baku (every half an hour)

Buses from airport arrive to metro station ¿Ulduz¿ (don¿t forget that metro is 
working from 06:00 till 24:00). Take metro to the '20 yanvar' station and then 
from '20 yanvar' station take the bus with pass number '16' which going directly to 
the new International Bus Station. 

From bus station there is a bus going to Ganja every one hour. Last bus is at 18:
00. Price 8 -10 AZN



B) If you want to take train

Take the bus from the Airport to the city of Baku (every half an hour). Buses f�
om airport arrive to metro  station 'Ulduz'

Take metro to the '28 May' metro ation. Baku Central Railway Station is 5 minutes 
walking from '28 May' metro station.

From railway station you can take Ganja morning train, Tbilisi, Agstafa, Kazakh 
and Ganja night train to get to Ganja.

Ganja train (morning) - 08.00 am - price 5.20 AZN
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Ganja train (morning) - 08.00 am - price 5.20 AZN

Agstafa train - 21.20 - price 12 AZN

Kazakh train - 21.50 - price 12 AZN (nor recommended)

P.s it is better to take a bus because it is more easy to find a ticket for bus than 
train. If you are going to fly from Istanbul and Moscow, then you have a chance to 
fly direct to Ganja to International Airport.



Contact  person: 

Turan Ahmadov  

Work Camp Coordinator

Tel: +99450 2966617

Fax: +99422 568015

E-mail: office@bf-az.org, turan.akhmedov@gmail.com
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Codes Order

Azerbaiyán

BFSOS02 (CUOTA EXTRA 50 EUROS)  203/07/2014 - 15/07/2014KIDSBFWC02-14 18 - 30  1 

Total Nº Campos:   1 Total Nº Plazas:  2 
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